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Government Committee continues its task

The 2004 General Chapter called for the
establishment of a committee to review the structures
and functioning of Oblate government, primarily with
regard to the General Chapter, the Central
Government, Regions and Units.  The Government
Committee named by the Superior General in
Council has met five times since September 2005.
Its members are Ryszard SZMYDKI (chairman),
Jean-Marie BULUMUNA, Phil ESTRELLA,
Seamus FINN, Victor SANTOYO.  James ALLEN
serves as secretary.  Their most recent meeting took
place in Washington, D.C., at the provincial office of
the United States Province, December 8-12, 2007.

During the Intercapitular Meeting in South Africa in
October 2007, the chairman of the committee
presented a report on the progress of the committee’s
work.  He outlined the principal reasons for changing
the Congregation’s governmental structures and
he presented several possible directions such
changes might take.  The subsequent discussions
in South Africa were lively and helpful for the
further work of the committee.

From the discussions that took place in South Africa,
it is obvious that many Oblates are asking the
questions: “Why?”  “Why should we change our
structures?”  “What led the General Chapter of 2004
to mandate this study?”

The answers to these questions are complex, but
the questions themselves flow from the experience
of those who have been intimately involved in the
ministry of governance in the Congregation over the
past several years.  One could possibly summarize
the rationale in these words: “We are working with
1972 structures in a religious Congregation and a
world that have drastically changed in the ensuing

decades.  Present realities and experience tell us that
within a few years, the Congregation, while
maintaining its foundational missionary character, will
need new structures to deal with new demographic
and ecclesial realities.”

There have been tremendous changes in the world
where religious congregations exist since their
present models of governance and administration
were put in place after the Vatican II period of
renewal. These transformations are most noticeable
in mobility of persons, in communications technology,
accelerated travel, access to information, and in the
evolution of structures that facilitate and encourage
greater personal participation.

The basic form of the Oblates’ present organizational
structure emerged in the early stages of the post
Vatican II period.  We find this structure articulated
in the Constitutions and Rules and other documents
of the Congregation beginning in 1966.  Since that
time, the Congregation has experienced a period of
profound demographic, political, economic, and
cultural transformation. At different times over the
past forty years, the Congregation has worked to
adjust our organizational structure and administration
in order to respond to changing demographics in
order to respond to our missionary charism and to
the continually changing contexts in which we work..
We have also tried to clarify the criteria for viability
of provinces, delegations, missions and/units within
the congregation.

The Congregation must now ask itself what

structures will best serve the Oblate mission

for the next 40-50 years, in light of changes that
have occurred in the world and in the Congregation,
and in light of far-sighted consideration of what is
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General Administration

likely to occur in the not too distant future.  The
work of the Government Committee is always
aimed at furthering the Oblate mission entrusted
to us by the Church, according to the charism of
St. Eugene de Mazenod.

At its December 2007 meeting, the committee
decided to begin a process of consulting the members
of the Congregation on the changes it will propose
to the 2010 General Chapter.  There will be two
principal phases of this consultation.  The first phase,
beginning in early 2008, will present a broad outline
of the proposed changes to Oblate structures to a
smaller group of Oblates who had experience in
various levels of governance: members of the

General Council (1992-present); current provincials
and their two immediate predecessors; current
superiors of delegations; members of the General
Administration from 1992 to the present: i.e., General
Officers and heads of General Services; Capitulants
of the 1998 and 2004 General Chapters.

Based on the results of that consultation, the
committee will work with experts in the Canon Law
of religious life to work out the details of proposed
changes to the Constitutions and Rules.  In 2009,
there will be a consultation of all professed Oblates,
in time to prepare a final text to be presented at the
2010 General Chapter.

Symposium on Migration: June 2009

Today, migration is viewed as a global phenomenon
because its consequences affect the lives of millions
of people all around the world. While numerous
countries serve as points of origin of migration, there
are others that have become countries of destination,
and still others, points of transition.

Statistics indicate that there are around 191 million
migrants in the world. Undoubtedly, many political,
social, economic and cultural problems have surfaced
in many parts of the world as a result of this reality.
While many migrants have been reasonably well
settled in their new surroundings, there are millions
of others who have been subject to discrimination
and harassment. Problems that have arisen concern
not only receiving countries but also the migrants’
countries of origin.

This phenomenon is of concern to the Oblates
because we live and work in all three categories of
countries related to migration: sending, receiving and

transition points for migration. The pastoral care of
migrants should be a major concern in the
Congregation, particularly because these persons
need to be counted among some of the poor with
their many faces in our times. Need we reiterate the
fact that their condition cries out for justice and
compassion? While we need to focus on these
issues, we cannot forget that there are, even at
this moment, many Oblates deeply involved in the
pastoral care of migrants.

Inspired by the intervention of Fr. General,
Assumption Province in Canada, in collaboration
with the Oblate General Administration in Rome, has
decided to organize a symposium combined with a
workshop to understand and come to grips with the
various aspects and issues related to “Migration and
Migrants,” in order to plan our ministry more
effectively so that we might better respond to the
needs of migrants. This symposium and workshop
are scheduled for the second week of June 2009, in
Mississauga, Ontario. (Fr. Oswald FIRTH, Assistant
General with Mission Portfolio)

Africa-Madagascar

SENEGAL

Meeting of the Friends of St. Eugene

On September 17, Koungheul welcomed Lay
Associates from various Oblate missions in

Senegal (Koumpentoum City, Keur Dauda,
Kaffrine, Djilas and Dakar).  This Community
School (3rd edition), held from 18-20 September,
gave the Friends of St. Eugene the opportunity to
study the Oblates’ yearly theme, poverty.
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On the first day, Fr. Joseph NDONG treated the
subject from the biblical viewpoint.  On the second day,
Fr. Pier Francesco PURPURA spoke about the theme
in light of the experience of Saint Eugene and the first
Oblates.  On the third day, Mr. Raphael Diatta, one of
those in charge of World Vision in Koungheul, was
invited to talk about the work of this Christian NGO in
the fight against poverty.

The Community School focused especially on how to
involve the laity in the fight against poverty, with the
personal, daily involvement of each individual.  After
each conference, there was the possibility for the laity
to work in groups to get to know one another and to
reflect on various questions.

ZAMBIA

St. Eugene de Mazenod University, Lusaka

Education is a tool that aids people to come out of
difficult situations in their lives. Education leads to
enlightenment. Education leads people to the
possibility of employment.  Above all, education
liberates people to find their proper place in society.
 
At a celebration held in Zambia’s capital, the
Daughters of Mary Immaculate introduced their St.
Eugene de Mazenod University to the priests and
religious of Lusaka. Present at the Mass and the
presentation were Archbishop Medardo
Mazombwe (Archbishop Emeritus of Lusaka),
Archbishop Norbert Mtega (Archbishop of Songea,
Tanzania), Fr. Arul RAJ, (the Oblate Founder of DMI
and MMI), Fr. Evans Chinyama CHINYEMBA,
(Vicar Superior of Oblate Zambian Delegation), and
the Superior General of the DMI sisters, along with
numerous other priests, religious and laity.

During the presentation, a Power Point program was

used to tell of the beginnings of the DMI sisters.
From a very humble foundation in India, the DMI
sisters and their collaborators have grown in number.
 
In his homily, Archbishop Medardo Mazombwe
stressed the value of wisdom in pursuit of education. In
his talk, Fr. Arul Raj pointed out the need for technology
in evangelization. The world we live in needs venturing
into technology and the study of sciences in order for
religious and priests to help the world to read the signs
of our times e.g. global warming. Unveiling a photo of
St. Eugene, Fr. Evans pointed out how happy the
Oblates are that a university bearing the name of St.
Eugene is being located in Lusaka. St. Eugene
encouraged his Oblates and those in formation to
see the value of education.
 
The first group of students at the new St. Eugene de
Mazenod University began their lessons on
November 14, 2007. (Fr. Evans Chinyama
Chinyemba, OMI)

CONGO

More torrential rains

On October 25 and 26, torrential rains flooded the
city of Kinshasa, causing problems at the
scholasticate (cf. Information OMI 471).  As if the
devastation at the scholasticate were not enough,
the rain that fell on November 16 on the novitiate in
Ifwanzondo and its surroundings caused even greater
material damage, to the retreat house in the larger
community as well as at the St. John Bosco Institute.
Three classrooms at the St. John Bosco Institute
lost their roofs; ten meters of the retreat house’s
enclosure wall collapsed; the tomb of Fr. Justin
ALUNG was toppled; some electric poles between
the enclosure and the mission fell over, and part of
the garage roof was carried away.

Asia-Oceania

AUSTRALIA

50th Jubilee Year begins for Iona College

With a Eucharist offered on October 1, 2007, in the
Cathedral of St. Stephen in Brisbane, Iona College’s
Year of Jubilee began.  Presided by Archbishop John
Bathersby, the Mass was a celebration of the whole

community – present and past staff, present and past
students and their parents, and seventeen
concelebrating priests, including twelve Oblates, four
of whom have been Rectors of the College.

In the 1950’s, as a result of post-war immigration,
Catholic education in Australia was stretched to the
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limit. Part of the Oblate charism was working with
youth, and the Congregation received many
invitations to open schools in various diocese
throughout Australia.

The Oblates had very little money for such a venture
in Australia, but the Archbishop of Brisbane, James
Duhig, was insistent that the Oblates come to
Brisbane. He promised them a gift of land on which
to establish a College. He was sure that Fr Tim
LONG was the man for the job.  Fr. Long, an Irish
Oblate and graduate of Cambridge had served for
many years as the headmaster of St. Patrick’s College
in Sri Lanka.  In February 1957, the Oblates
accepted the  archbishop’s offer.

For the next eight months, Fr Long, assisted by Fr
Denis McCARTHY, negotiated with the archbishop.
They gathered a group of MAMI supporters from
various parts of Brisbane and willing families from
the Wynnum parish, who desperately wanted a
Catholic school for their sons in the district. Father
Long and Father McCarthy arrived on the property
on October 1, 1957. They had virtually no money,
only some household linen and a few other items given
to them by some neighboring communities of Sisters.
The buildings on the site consisted of an old farm
house and dilapidated stables. They had four months
to get the site and the buildings ready for a school to
start on January 28, 1958.

The local families gave them enormous support. The
ladies came and cleaned the old house to make it
ready for the priests. Fathers and sons came week
after week, spending all their weekends in working
teams to get the place ready.

From fifty-eight students in 1958, to two hundred
and five in 1961, and four hundred in 1966, the
numbers grew and more Oblates came. In 1966 the
staff comprised twelve priests and one lay man.  This
school year, there are three Oblates on the staff: Fr.
Peter DALY (Rector), Fr. Paul SIEBERT and Fr.
Gerry CONLAN.  About 160 staff members teach
and care for 1300 students, all boys.

There has been much progress and development over
the years, all built on the foundations laid by the Iona
men and women fifty years ago. The Oblates, the
families who helped and became their friends, and

those students of the 1950’s and 1960’s were
indeed true pioneers. They shared the vision of Frs.
Long and McCarthy, and together in faith, they made
it happen. (Iona College website: http://
www.iona.qld.edu.au)

INDIA

St. Eugene Church: a new Oblate mission

For many years, Bishop John Mulagada of Eluru
has asked the Oblates in India to establish a parish
and mission in his diocese, which is next to the
diocese of Vijayawada where Oblates have been
ministering for the past 25 years.  With 10 young
Oblates ordained to the priesthood in August 2007,
the Delegation Administration decided that there was
the manpower available to take on this new
missionary venture.

In May 2007, the Provincial of the Colombo
Province in Sri Lanka, Fr. Clement
WAIDYASEKARA, and the new Delegation
Superior, Fr. Francis NALLAPPAN, visited the
areas proposed by the bishop and agreed that the
Oblates could take over the  Buttayagudem Mission
in the Diocese of Eluru.

Buttayagudem is at the northern end of the diocese,
70 kms. from Eluru.  Although previous missionaries
had baptized a good number of families in the
villages, and even reached out to the interior tribal
communities, for many years now, the area has been
neglected. The area lacks development in many
aspects such as education, medical facilities, social
awareness and political involvement.  Besides the
tribal people who lack education, there are also the
low caste communities that have similar needs.

The main reason why Buttayagudem was not made
a mission parish previously is that the diocese could
not buy land in this central village. There is only a small
property with 30 coconut trees and nothing else.

Frs. Pathinathan MISSIAN and John DAVIDRAJ
have been assigned to this mission. It took one month
to get a rented house, and finally the new mission
parish of Buttayagudem was inaugurated on July 7,
2007, with a solemn Eucharistic Celebration
presided over by Rev. Fr. Ch. Anthony, the
Episcopal Vicar.
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The Oblate Mission of Buttayagudem was initially
separated from the parish of Jangareddigudem, with
three main villages.  Very soon, 6 more villages from
two other neighboring parishes will be attached to
this new parish. Besides these main villages, the
mission comprises also more than 40 villages of
tribal people: Koyas and Kondareddys, with their
own dialects and a primitive cultures.

Buttayagudem, the main station, has more than 80
Catholic families, and the other important out-
stations have 20 to 45 families each, all within a
distance of about 12 kms. Since these former out-
stations lacked pastoral attention, the Catholics are
very happy that the Oblates have arrived.  (Adapted
from BORN [Bharath Oblate Regional News]
September-October 2007)

BANGLADESH

Bishop reports on hurricane Sidr

Bishop Bejoy D’CRUZE of Khulna in Bangladesh
sent an e-mail to the General Treasurer about
the tragedy that has afflicted thousands of people
in his country.

On 15 November we were hit by a terrible hurricane
called Sidr.

Our life is still so vulnerable in Bangladesh. Even in
my house, I could feel the speed and roughness of
the hurricane.  Now we are getting more information
about death and the destruction of houses and
property.  Still the Government and the NGO’s need
more time to assess the damages, because you
know we are far behind in the technological field.

One of daily newspapers, Dainik Janakantha in
Bangali, reports that the number of deaths may
exceed three thousand; a few more thousand have
not yet been found.  40,000,000 people of the
coastal belt are affected: many people need food
because relief material has not yet reached many
places. Newspapers printed the pictures of dead
bodies and demolished houses.  There was also the
destruction of rice paddies and other crops.  Greater
Barisal, Bagherhat and Satkhire of Khulna division
were badly hit.  Personally, I too am affected because
nine villages of different parishes were hit by the
hurricane. About 500 families became homeless;

they are now in our schools and churches.  Our
institutions save many lives, regardless of caste and
creed, especially the lives of the poor people.

As the Church, we are trying to be with our people
at this moment of suffering and pain.  Brothers and
Sisters of Mother Teresa are working with us to
mitigate the suffering of our people.  We had some
money left over from helping with those affected
earlier by the floods. We are using this money for
food and medicine.

PHILIPPINES

JPIC: working for peace in Jolo

The Justice, Peace and Integrity of Creation ministry
in Jolo had its sixth birthday in July 2007. It was
begun after Bishop Angelito R. LAMPON, OMI,
the Apostolic Vicar of Jolo, sent Fr. Romeo
VILLANUEVA and Alfie Kadil to a three-week
training session in June 2001 at the Mindanao Peace-
building Institute in Davao City.

The JPIC ministry was never meant to be a hero to
bring social transformation into a situation notorious
for kidnapping, killings and violence. It was founded
simply to offer a humble service by way of deeper
formation, organization and some mobilization, to call
on what is holy and noble in all people, in Muslims and
Christians, as a guaranteed and surely sustainable way
to genuine peace.

The JPIC Basic Orientation Seminar (JPIC-BOS) starts
with the recognition and acceptance of a God/Allah,
who is most powerful yet most loving and caring. He
has gifted us with human dignity and human rights without
which there can be no justice. It is when human dignity
and human rights are not valued and respected that
inhuman brutality, like beheading innocent victims, and
injustices occur. It is when human dignity is deeply
appreciated and human rights duly promoted that
the community becomes worthy of the gift of peace.

The peace that JPIC is encouraging and promoting
is the peace which is not just PAX, the absence of
war, or EIRENE, the presence of order, but SHALOM
or SALAM, the more comprehensive meaning of
peace which starts from the heart, when one can say
to another: “Shalom” or “Salam”! and it means, “May
you receive the blessings of Allah, good health, a
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good job, a good family and may you have long life
and be joyful.”

The Integrity of Creation (IC) that JPIC promotes is
the interconnection and interdependence of all creation.
We teach the basics of ecology, the science of the
environment. The main message is that we are the
stewards of God’s creation, not its destroyer because
of our own selfish ends. Thus, it is a must to have
waste management and coastal management. Also
part of being stewards is to use new technologies to
increase food production.

Since the beginning of this ministry, there have
been at least 60 JPIC-BOS sessions.  We have
also organized 9 Basic Human Communities from
among persons who have participated in the
sessions.  It is our way of contributing to the
attainment of Peace, SHALOM or SALAM in
the vicariate and in the provinces of Sulu and Tawi-
Tawi.  More than 1500 people have attended the
sessions, including mayors, councilors, policemen,
community leaders, teachers, students and other
youth.  It is our way of working for social
transformation.  (Adapted from “Banug”,
September 2007, the newspaper of the Jolo JPIC
ministry.  Romeo Villanueva, OMI, editor)

THAILAND

An Oblate Brother in prison

Bernard WIRTH tells us about what he is trying
to do, each Friday, at the detention center for
foreigners in Bangkok.

I am not the only one doing this work.  There are
about 50 of us, members of several associations and
groups, who regularly visit the prisoners: doctors,
nurses, lawyers, social workers, etc.  So far, there
are no Thai priests.

Every year, some 70,000 prisoners, men and
women, spend a few days, a few weeks, a few
months at the center. Some stay for several years…

Most of them come from neighboring countries,
especially Burma.  Their only crime is usually a lack
of documents: they came illegally into the country to
find work to feed their families.  Once they have
found work, the boss might turn them in to the police
before the end of the month.  It’s a practical system
to avoid paying them.

They live crammed into rooms for 100 persons:
cement floor, cement walls, cement ceiling.  There
is no furniture.

What can we do?  Practically nothing.  We can be
there for them, trying to make their world a bit more
humane and facilitate the return home for some of
them.  Some have completed heavy sentences in
other prisons.  Since they don’t know the language,
it is all the harder for them to claim their rights.

Of course, I tell my students about this…and my
colleagues and my Thai friends.  For them, it’s the
revelation of something totally new to them.  Thus, my
friends at the center become, in a way, their friends.
(Audacieux pour l’Évangile, October 2007)

Canada-United States

ASSUMPTION

Evangelization through Media Ministries

Everyone knows Assumption Province in Canada
for its work among immigrants, and many are certainly
aware that the next most important ministry that
Assumption Province undertakes is that of the Queen
of Apostles Renewal Centre in Mississauga.  Over
twenty-thousand people make their way through the
Retreat House annually.  But many people may not
be aware that Assumption Province is also involved
in evangelization through the media.

Fifty years ago already, Fr. Jan SAJEWICZ
published the Tygodnik Katolicki (Catholic Weekly)
which later merged with another weekly publication
that continues to exist to this day – Glos Polski
(Polish Voice).  Since 1988, a Catholic radio
program has been produced by the Oblates in
Winnipeg.  A Sunday Mass rebroadcast there is also
very popular among the infirm and elderly.

The Oblates at Holy Rosary Parish in Edmonton
have been airing a half-hour radio program in Polish
for over 20 years with the goal of reaching Poles
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scattered throughout the Edmonton area.  In 2006,
Fr. Janusz JAJESNIAK began airing a 15-minute
program each Sunday, with the goal of bringing the
faithful to a fuller understanding of Scripture.

Since 1994, Catholic Youth Studio has been
evangelizing via radio in Toronto.  Amid all the media
messages that society is bombarded with each day,
there is a frequent lack of worthwhile content,
especially local programming that would strengthen
faith, draw one closer to the Word of God, to
Church teachings and to Catholic traditions.  Fr.
Marian GIL started Catholic Youth Studio to address
these needs, first, by broadcasting in Polish and later
in English with Catholic Radio Toronto.  At present,
Catholic Youth Studio broadcasts daily in Polish from
8 PM to 10 PM.  It also organizes the annual
International Festival of Religious Song as well as
large-scale philharmonic concerts in downtown
Toronto.  Another aspect of Catholic Youth Studio’s
ministry is the publication of Rodzina, a monthly
magazine for families.

For the past year, Oblate Missionary Radio has been
broadcasting in Brampton under the supervision of
Fr. Adam FILAS.  This hour-long program airs every
Sunday evening and seeks to promote the missionary
activities of the Oblate Congregation.  Oblate
missionaries working around the world are often
featured as guests of this live broadcast.  So far,
listeners have been able to hear about the work of
missionaries in Madagascar, Ukraine, Cameroon,
Paraguay, Argentina, Belarus and the Canadian Far
North. (Fr. Janusz BLAZEJAK)

OMI LACOMBE

20th Anniversary for Bountyfull House in

Vancouver

Father Larry MACKEY, Sister Monica Guest and
the staff at Bountyfull House in Vancouver, Canada
have been working for over twenty years with
recovery from all forms of addiction and abuse.

Bountyfull House is a counselling centre operated
by the non-profit Bountyfull Society. The Centre
was opened in 1987 by Fr. Larry, who has
developed an innovative approach to inner healing
which focuses on the whole person.

Ordained in 1957, Fr. Larry was sent as a missionary
to Kuper Island Indian Reserve in the Gulf Islands
of British Columbia where he established an AA
Program (Alcoholics Anonymous) among the Native
People in 1960.

His second assignment was to Kakawis near Tofino,
British Columbia, where he founded another AA
group. At that time he became aware that the terrible
scourge of alcoholism came from people whose spirit
was broken and had lost their sense of union with
God. Their craving for alcohol and their self-defeating
behavioral patterns allowed them to live in denial of
deep inner hurt.

Even in those early years he realized the crying need
for inner healing to release their broken, imprisoned
spirits. In the early 70’s, when he was confined to a
wheelchair as a result of an accident, the Oblates
assigned him full-time to the ministry of the 12 step
AA Program.

Since that time he has devoted himself entirely to
this ministry and has developed a unique approach
to inner healing. At the core of this approach are the
“” which focus on feelings and unconditional self-
acceptance. Through their own stories, the
participants in the program go to the hidden root of
the pain and suffering that has led to their
dysfunctional behavior.

A production company in Vancouver has produced
a DVD which provides the viewer with insight on
how dysfunctional behavior begins and transfers into
lifelong coping skills. It is in English, with subtitles in
French and Spanish.  For more information, see http:/
/www.bountyfullhouse.org.

UNITED STATES

Oblates elected to important posts by U.S.

Bishops’ Conference

The former Vicar General of the Oblates, Francis
Cardinal GEORGE, Archbishop of Chicago, has
been elected President of the United States
Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB).  Elected
on the first ballot with 85% of the 222 votes that
were cast, beginning in 2008, Cardinal George will
serve a three-year term.  He had served since 2004
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as Vice-President of the Conference.  Since he
became a bishop, he has served on many USCCB
committees, chief among them Liturgy, Doctrine,
Pro-Life Activities; and the sub-committee on lay
ministry.

Another Oblate was elected chairman of a USCCB
committee.  Archbishop Roger SCHWIETZ of
Anchorage, Alaska, will lead the newly formed
Committee for Family Laity, Women and Youth.  The
USCCB has recently reorganized and combined a
number of committees.

There are approximately 70 million Catholics in the
United States, 23% of the overall population.  They
live in 195 archdioceses and dioceses.

OMI LACOMBE

A pledge honored

“How do you catch a cloud and pin it down?”
These lyrics from the musical “The Sound of Music,”
could best describe the euphoric feeling experienced
by the members of the Friends of St. Eugene in
Labrador West as they gathered on the church
parking lot on a frosty November day to begin
distributing more than 4,000 pounds of fish products
to local residents. The temperature read -20 degrees
Celsius, but the smiles on the faces of these
“descendants” of Eugene de Mazenod warmed the
brisk Labrador morning.

There was an air of anticipation and a definite sense
of excitement swirling around as the big truck pulled
onto the church grounds and palettes of fish were
offloaded into waiting hands.

This project had been many months in the planning
following a request from Fr. Charles RENSBURG
for funding of a Youth for Life Program which he
and other Oblates were trying to implement in
Zimbabwe. The program consists of two workshops
focusing on: (1) life issues and motivation for moral
choices; (2) leadership and encouragement of peer
mentors. The specific theme of these workshops is
healing. In the context of the reality of life for most people
in Zimbabwe today, there is much need for healing.

The proposal for sponsorship of this project was
first presented to the newly formed Friends of St.

Eugene in the early winter of 2006 and, after some
in-depth discussion, the members unanimously voted
to support this project.

Then came the task of finding a suitable means of
raising the necessary funds. With a membership of
approximately 50 people, it would take a
considerable effort by all to come up with the amount
of money requested. However, the Friends finally
decided upon a community-wide fish sale and began
to make initial arrangements. After all, haven’t we
all been called to “cast out our nets”?

Just as it seemed we would get things off the ground,
our area experienced a major industrial dispute which
literally brought to a halt any idea of fundraising.
What a blow! Several months later when the labor
issues were resolved, plans once again began to be
made for the fish fundraiser.

Selling our product through the streets and roads of
Labrador West reminded us of Eugene de Mazenod’s
quest for souls at the docks of Marseilles. How ironic
that we should also be associated with fish in our
efforts to save lives in Africa.

So, the big day finally came and with it, a dawning
realization that we were bringing to fruition a vision
of hope for youth trapped in a far-off land where
death is often more prevalent than life. The hours
flew by as vehicles were loaded with fish, address
lists were handed out to drivers, doorbells were rung
and greeting s exchanged.

When the last piece of fish had been safely disposed
of, we breathed a sigh of relief and looked around to
see an amazing sight. The joy and inner sense of
accomplishment which we all felt in our hearts was
reflected on each face. It was an incredible yet humbling
experience. This was no ordinary fundraiser. This was
missionary spirit in action and it was new to us. From
the snowy cold of Labrador, there extends a heartfelt
helping hand to fellow human beings caught up in
tragedy amidst the hot political climate of Zimbabwe.

The Friends of St. Eugene consider it a privilege to
honor this pledge and we offer our continuous
prayerful support along with the necessary financial
backing for the Youth for Life Project. (By Yvonne
Tucker, Friends of St. Eugene)
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UNITED STATES

Commission named to investigate cause for

sainthood

When Oblate Father John MARONIC visited Lourdes,
France in 1961, he could not have imagined that 41
years later — and 22 years after his death in 1985 —
a historical commission would be appointed to examine
his writings as a first step in the cause for sainthood.

“This is an important step,” Brother Francis
SULLIVAN, OMI, said, “on a huge journey. I’ll
take it one step at a time and see what happens.”
Brother Sullivan was appointed postulator for the
cause of sainthood, which means he will gather all
of Father Maronic’s writings and make sure the
members of the commission receive whatever help
he can give them.

The process was started when Bishop Edward K.
Braxton, Belleville’s bishop, signed the decree Aug.
1 establishing the commission and appointed Father
John W. Padberg, SJ, Sister Jane Kehoe Hassett,
CSJ and Joseph H. Mueller to review Father
Maronic’s writings, both those published and those
not published, and to make a report to Bishop
Braxton on their findings.

This could take a number of years to complete and
determine whether his cause for sainthood should
go forward, Brother Sullivan said.

Father Maronic, born in 1922, grew up in
International Falls, Minn., one of three children. He
attended the Oblate seminary in Belleville and was
later ordained. Father Maronic taught at the Oblate
major seminary in Pass Christian, Mississippi., and
later returned to Belleville to minister at the National
Shrine of Our Lady of the Snows.

Father Maronic noticed people with disabilities who
visited the shrine. He had seen all of the people with
disabilities who visit Lourdes and researched the
organizations in this country that served the needs
of those people. He realized that many of the
organizations were developed by healthy people for
those with disabilities. Father Maronic wanted to start
an organization that was not only attended by people
with disabilities but that was run by them as well. “He
was calling the giftedness of people with disabilities

to be recognized as part of the community,” Brother
Sullivan said.

At first, the organization was called “Victim
Missionaries,” but the name was later changed to
“Victorious Missionaries,” and today, the VMs have
chapters in cities across the United States, due in
large part to the work of Father Maronic.

“We were like troubadours traveling across the
country,” Brother Sullivan said, remembering the
early years when Father Maronic would announce
a trip. “We only knew the day we were leaving and
the day we were returning.”

On those trips, Father Maronic spoke at parishes
and went to bishops’ offices to raise awareness about
the gifts of people with disabilities. He gathered those
people together and encouraged them to claim their
giftedness and share it with others.

“There is an undercurrent of goodness in everyone,”
Father Maronic said. “All it takes to bring it to the
surface is a spark, a prompting.” For more
information about Father Maronic, please go to
the VM web site at www.vmusa.org. (Liz Quirin,
Belleville Messenger)

NOTRE-DAME-DU CAP

Meeting of the three shrines

Times change and the Spirit is always at work.  Last
November 20, at the Shrine of Our Lady of the
Cape, there was a very encouraging meeting among
members of the staffs of the three principal shrines
of Quebec: Saint Joseph’s Oratory (Congregation
of the Holy Cross), Saint Anne-de- Beaupré
(Redemptorists) and Our Lady of the Cape (Oblates
of Mary Immaculate).

Discussions centered primarily on welcoming
pilgrims and tourists and the promotion of
pilgrimages.  It is important to work together to
respond to the Church’s and society’s specific
needs.  At the next meeting, scheduled for April 1,
2008, the discussion will be about changes in the
area of catechesis.  Other members of the different
delegations will talk about finance campaigns, an
inevitable topic for the survival of the shrines.  (Gilles
PATRY in Info OMI, December 2007)
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Europe

FRANCE

Two days to review and to dream

They were all there…or almost!  About thirty
Oblates got together for two days to review and to
dream.  Review their activities, their hopes, their
involvement with the younger generations: Paris,
Marseille, Aix, Nice, Strasbourg, Pontmain, Mons,
Orly, Lyon….  And to dream about what is possible.

After two previous meetings commonly known as
Nancy I and Nancy II, this third meeting of Oblates
engaged in youth ministry took place in Lyon last
November 26 and 27.  It was not a question of
completing the two previous meetings (on sociological
and pastoral issues) by adding something new.  It was
simply a question of reviewing and dreaming.

It meant reviewing the past few years and current
involvement with the help of “articles” written by
different people and different communities, involved
in different places….  It meant seeing if the simple
steps taken contain a bit of the Gospel and a bit of
the charism of Eugene de Mazenod.  And then it
was for dreaming!  It was a question of imagining
the how, the new, the achievable! The participants
joined one another in dreaming, in developing
projects: a school for mission; a “chicos” area in
Nice; a friendship village in Marseille; a Taizé at
Compostelo; a “Far West Rennes;” a “positive
globalization” … and who knows what else?

To help us review and to dream, the facilitators of
the meeting had asked Bernard DULLIER to use
his considerable talents in evaluating what has been
done by the province team these past few years,
but also to recall the “boldness” of Eugene in his
own day!  Angelo CAPUANO from the Province of
Italy made a giant leap from Messina (Sicily) to give his
ideas and some useful clarifications.  Benoît Gschwind,
an Assumptionist and Editor-in-chief of “Prions en
Église,” was able to reassume the principal ideas and
give the participants some challenges for “being even
bolder and more missionary in today’s world.”

What now?  Some crazy projects?  Not so much!
Of course, the meeting’s facilitators posed a

surprising question: “If I were provincial!  What
would I do?  What would be my priorities?  What
would I do that is really new?”

Benoît Gschwind added, not as a conclusion but
rather as a challenge: “Sometimes founders can be
somewhat messy with their enthusiasm, their quirks,
their way of thinking and doing… But are we not
called to repeat our founding insights? As heirs of
Eugene de Mazenod, you must undoubtedly be not
only heirs but also founders!  Every founder is one
of a kind.  He has to look around for himself. Your
founder knew from his heart this candor and this
respect.  He could call an adolescent “Mister,”
something as unimaginable and provocative as
Father Duval who, in one of his songs, dared to
speak of “Mister Jesus Christ.”  Don’t hold back!
Look at the world, look at these youth with the
look of Christ Himself.  Continue to look for the
way the Spirit is leading you.  Go out to them, but
let them come to you too…  Christ is leading you
and sometimes to places you did not expect!”
(Yves CHALVET)

DENMARK

Reflections on a photograph

Fr. Frank JOBST (1945-2007) died in Aalborg,
Denmark, on November 7.  Fr. Michael BRADLEY
wrote the following reflections after finding
among Franks’ personal effects a photograph of
Frank greeting Pope John Paul II.

Frank Jobst had a photograph where he is shaking
the hand of Pope John Paul II.  At that time Frank
was functioning as the president of the C.I.E. –
International Conference of European Provincials.
Representing this organization, it was Frank’s honor
and privilege to concelebrate Mass with Pope John
Paul II in St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome on December 3,
1995, the canonization of St. Eugene de Mazenod.

For many reasons, this highlight in the life of an
Oblate of Mary Immaculate has to be acknowledged
as a very special privilege.  Certainly, in his own life,
the pope cherished the protection of Mary
Immaculate, a protection he knew well was also the
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privileged heritage of Mary’s Oblates.  The pope
was also known to recall happily his visit to Denmark
whenever he had a chance to greet pilgrims from
the Diocese of Copenhagen in Rome.

How does one say goodbye to the Holy Father
whenever a short visit is concluded?  It is probably
true that during  papal audiences, many have difficulty
finding the proper words. For Frank there would
not have been much difficulty in this regard.  To the
pope’s arrivederci, the Oblate from Denmark could
easily reply, ”på gensyn” (see you again), and
perhaps count on being fully understood by the
sensitive Holy Father.

Some years have passed since the time Frank bade
farewell to Pope John Paul II on that happy occasion
in Rome.  Now, through the death of both these
men of God, the time has come for the gensyn to be
realized – this time in eternity.  The pope’s gestures
of farewell as he was about to leave this world to be
with his great friend, Jesus, were closely observed
by many who waited in St. Peter’s square for his
final exodus.  Less spectacular, surely, but certainly
also very significant was Frank’s departure from this
earth to meet the same Lord Jesus to whom his life
had been profoundly dedicated.  Tears were
mingled with hope and love in the lives of large
numbers of people who witnessed the courage
and steadfastness of the dying pope. Consolation
in sorrow was the fruit of a fervent faith for those
who, in a spiritual way, accompanied the Holy
Father into death.  Frank’s approach to his gensyn
with John Paul II was also marked by a similar
courage and inspiration.  Fully convinced that
death was immanent, Frank maintained a
pilgrimage of steadfast faith without wavering, and
all this to the great encouragement and inspiration
of all those who surrounded him with love at the
dying moments of his life on earth.

If it was Pope John Paul’s vocation, in his final illness,
to inspire and encourage people from the window
of his apartment in the Vatican as he was about to
leave this earth, so too, it was Frank’s priestly
vacation, even from his hospital bed,  to inspire in
those around him, hope and confidence in the special
love of his great and forever faithful friend, Jesus,
who had long since called him into his service as an
Oblate of Mary Immaculate.

Now the gensyn can be celebrated – not simply in
the beautiful setting of St. Peter’s Basilica, nor in the
Eucharistic presence of the Lord in the sacred liturgy.
Now, under the enlightenment of the Holy Spirit and
in ways beyond our capacity to comprehend, the
gensyn of Frank and pope John Paul II will be
realized in the warm embrace of their special heavenly
patrons Jesus and Mary, in the Father’s House.

CENTRAL EUROPEAN PROVINCE

Meeting of European Committee for Youth

and Vocation Ministry

The Committee for Youth and Vocation Ministry in
the European region holds an annual meeting with
delegates from various Units. This year twelve
Oblates met in Vienna (Austria) from November 24-
29, to evaluate the activities of the Units during the
past year. They discussed and prepared common
programs, including participation in the upcoming
International Congress of Youth Ministry in Sydney
and the Congregation’s Youth Ministry web site.

The main purpose of the committee is to share
experiences about Oblate youth ministry in various
countries and contexts in Europe. Vast differences exist,
for example, in Poland, where Catholics are a clear
majority, as compared to Romania, where n Romania
Catholics are a minority and are perceived as a sect.

One of the highlights of this year’s meeting was a
reflection on Oblate values in youth ministry and a
discussion about the situation of youth ministry in
the Congregation with our General Councillor, Luis
Ignacio ROIS.

Every year, this meeting provides an occasion to
coordinate and improve our common mission to the
youth wherever they are. (Fr.Tomas VYHNALEK)

POLAND

NINIWA movement for youth

We want to share the joy we experience in our
Province because of a youth movement called
NINIWA.  They are communities of young people
active in our Oblate parishes.  There are 300
persons in the movement.  The groups have a
common program, but each year, their
representatives meet for a long weekend in May
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and November, as well as the Festival of Life at Kodeñ.

It all began at Katowice in 2004, when an Oblate,
with a few youth, wanted to give new life to the
parish’s youth group that had ceased to function.  Their
activities went beyond the Oblate parish of Katowice
and rapidly spread to other Oblate parishes in Poland.

The spirituality of NINIWA is based on that of the
apostolic man.  The young people see themselves
as sent into the world of today, the Nineveh of today,
to call others to conversion.  The community of Katowice
does that, for example, with drama.  Last year, they
presented “The Sign of Jonah” twenty times; it’s a play
inspired by the Book of Jonah.  They presented it not
only in Poland, but also in Germany, for the Polish
communities in Cologne, Dortmund and Bonn.

This year, they have already prepared another play,
“Exodus,” a kind of musical.  They have already
presented it twice with great success.

We recently had the 7th meeting of Oblate youth,
organized by the NINIWA community for the second
time at Katowice, from November 9-11.  Our chosen
theme for this meeting was God and family – together
or apart?  There were 250 youth participants coming
from the parishes in Poznañ, I³awa, Kêdzierzyn, Kodeñ,
Laskowice, Lubliniec, Siedlce, Wroc³aw, Zahutyñ and,
of course, Katowice.  We participated in the Eucharist
at the Marian shrine of Piekary Œl¹ skie.  Fr. Teodor
JOCHEM, the Oblate provincial, presided at the
celebration and gave the homily.  The meeting was filled
with witnessing by families, conferences, work in teams,
and films on the missions.  And there were the joyful
songs of the young people.

Everyone greatly enjoyed the play “Exodus” written and
presented by the NINIWA community from Katowice.

On Sunday, they took part in the parish Mass.  Fr.
Sebastian WISNIEWSKI preached the Word of
God and Fr. Provincial blessed a new Oblate cross
in front of the church.

The members of the Nineveh movement wear a shirt
with a fish on it; they have a membership card, and
as of this recent gathering, they wear a little silver fish
attached to a chain, with reference to the biblical
passage in Jonah 3:2.

BELGIUM/THE NETHERLANDS

Continuing the missionary work of a

beloved uncle

On October 10, 1977, Father Piet WEIJS, a 38
year old missionary from Holland,  totally
dedicated to ministry and the formation of
catechists at Koshimbanda (Congo), died in the
hospital of Ipamu after an operation for acute
appendicitis.  Marjan Hoeijmakers, Piet’s niece,
remembered her uncle in a very personal way,
as you will discover here:

Piet Weijs, I speak his name with respect and
gratitude.  Piet Weijs, eldest son of Gertruda Smits
and Mathieu Weijs, one of a large family.  Already
as a child, Piet wanted to become a “Father” and
he joined the Oblates.  Although he was often away,
for his family, he remained an important and much
loved person.

As a little girl, I was always at my grandparents’
home.  You would have seen me if you had visited
them, but I was very shy, hiding behind my
grandmother.  Because of my presence at my
grandparents’ home and my close tie with grandma,
Piet’s life naturally touched my own.  I was touched
by grandma’s pride as she eagerly awaited news
from Piet or his return home.

Piet left for the Congo; I was 8 years old.  The whole
family accompanied him to Anvers: really, each time
we made of it a real “happening.”  Fascinated, I would
read his letters and later on, I saw his diaries.  Piet
became my model, my inspiration.  No, I did not
want to become a nun (one did not do that any more
in the 70’s) but to join the struggle for the poor and
work in Africa, yes!

Piet Weijs, missionary from the bottom of his
heart, died in October of ’77, in Ipamu, Zaire.
The family learned of his illness and of his death
through telegrams from Daniël Loobuyck:
“Since Friday afternoon, Father Piet’s condition
has turned extremely serious and the doctor no
longer thinks he can save him.  He is offering his
life, comforting those around him and very
peacefully preparing himself.”  And on October
11: “God has accepted the sacrifice of Father
Piet who died this morning at 5:10.  The funeral
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will be this coming Tuesday at 4:00 p.m. at
Ifwanzondo.”

Piet’s little sister tells me” “It was unreal: they simply
told us he was dead.”  This event had a tremendous
impact: I saw my uncles, big, strong men, crying.
And grandma remained silent.  Powerlessness and
silence: I can still feel it.  At that time, I was a teenager;
I was getting ready for my exams at school.  I was
still very shy, but I was convinced that I would later
on work in Africa.  I was already anticipating my
uncle’s arrival in the summer.  I wanted to have a
serious conversation with him on the subject.  But…
he would come no longer!  I was angry.  While I
studied, I would listen to a recording of his funeral
Mass at Ifwanzondo.

When I traveled to Congo at the age of 21, I already
knew how to sing the songs in church and I
understood the meaning of Tata Nzambi.  Daniel
was kind enough to help me and my three friends to
discover what the mission is all about.  I am still very

grateful to him.  We met many people there, among
them young religious students with whom the family
is still in contact.  Finally, I worked in basic health
care in Burkina Faso and in Uganda with my
husband and later, with our two children.  I had
heavenly help.

For the past ten years, family responsibilities have
kept us in Holland.  But as you all know, once you
have lived in the tropics, you are never again at rest!
In 2005, our family began again to work for Piet’s
mission.  Through the cooperation of the Oblates
and the Salesian Sisters, the people of Kipuku have
a new communal home comprised of a church and
a development center.  Our family and friends pitched
in; it was to celebrate the 40th anniversary of Piet’s
ordination.
The one we are remembering is not dead.  His spirit
lives on; I wanted give personal witness to that fact
here. Thanks for giving me the opportunity and
thanks for your attention. (Bulletin de Liaison,
Secteur Belgique-Sud, November 2007)
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Anniversaries – February 2008

65 Years of Religious Life

1943.02.17 07594 Fr. Elzéar Béliveau Notre-Dame-du-Cap
1943.02.17 07603 Fr. Joseph Gilles Brossard Lesotho
1943.02.17 07589 Fr. Louis Collin Lacombe
1943.02.17 07605 Fr. Karl Struve Natal

60 Years of Religious Life

1948.02.17 08451 Fr. Eric Boulle Natal

60 Years of Priesthood

1948.02.15 07463 Fr. Erberto Cerracchio Italy
1948.02.15 07464 Fr. Renato Ciccone Italy
1948.02.21 07520 Fr. Joep Mayntz Belgium/Netherlands
1948.02.21 07622 Fr. René Motte France
1948.02.21 07004 Fr. Kees Nijsten Belgium/Netherlands
1948.02.22 07525 Fr. Henri Gillet Belgium/Netherlands
1948.02.22 07933 Fr. Jean Selvez France
1948.02.22 07552 Fr. Robert Venquier Belgium/Netherlands
1948.02.29 07585 Fr. Marc Guiziou France
1948.02.29 07619 Fr. Martin Quéré Colombo

50 Years of Religious Life

1958.02.17 10421 Fr. John Hubbart Central S. A.

50 Years of Priesthood

1958.02.09 09800 Fr. Pietro-Maria Bonometti Indonesia
1958.02.09 09391 Fr. Luigi Russo Italy
1958.02.23 09681 Fr. Andres Leenders Belgium/Netherlands

25 Years of Religious Life

1983.02.17 12708 Fr. Christopher Bence Australia
1983.02.17 12707 Fr. Sholto Douglas Lacombe
1983.02.17 12774 Fr. Peter Eisenbart Central European Prov.
1983.02.17 12702 Msgr. Liborius Nashenda Namibia
1983.02.17 12772 Fr. Alfred M. Tönnis Central European Prov.

25 Years of Priesthood

1983.02.11 12301 Fr. Paul Schroder Natal
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Suffrages for our Deceased

“We will keep alive the memory of our deceased and
not fail to pray for them, faithfully offering the suf-
frages prescribed on their behalf.” (const. 43)
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NAME PROV./Del. BORN DIED AT DATE

Bro. Ovide Marchessault OMI Lacombe 03/12/1919 St. Albert 17/11/2007

Bro. Omer Lafrance OMI Lacombe 11/02/1930 St. Albert 25/11/2007

Fr. Franz Houben Namibia 16/01/1944 Aachen 26/11/2007

Fr. Ernest Sylvestre United States 21/04/1934 Miami 26/11/2007

Fr. James Butler Anglo-Irish 02/12/1924 Inchicore 29/11/2007

Bro. François Lantagne Notre-Dame-du-Cap 24/02/1936 Richelieu 01/12/2007

Fr. Sebastián Mahara  Central Prov. S. Africa  11/02/1932 Bloemfontein  03/12/2007

Fr. Régis Carret France 01/11/1919 Toulon 04/12/2007

Bro. Jules Auclaire Notre-Dame-du-Cap 28/12/1915 Richelieu 07/12/2007

Fr. Julien Jalbert Lacombe 14/04/1910 Saint-Boniface 11/12/2007


